No.

Y/
N

1

Y

2

Y

3

4

B - Church
C - PVH
Comments
Comments
Y/
and
and
N
Facilities
Facilities
Any help to keep old
buildings like
N
Churches should be
supported.
New floor. New
heating. Light in the
Y More car parking.
car park. Light up to
the front door.

D - Land in Wigs
Comments
Y/
and
N
Facilities

Y/
N

X

Z

Preference ranking Finally
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

N

Help the church or
Y other projects and
invest the rest ideal.

2

B E

N Playing field

Y

4

B E C

N

Open day Great
Wigborough
Church - tower
opening Layer
Marney ?/dog
show

N

For families to hire
for weddings, family
Children's playing
events. Dance
area/picnic area. It
Y classes. Yoga Tai
Y could be the Village
chi etc. Painting/craft
Green - meeting
classes. Farmers
area for games.
market.

N

Because the villages
This is with some
are so close
hesitation however
geographically it
as it depends on the
makes more sense
nature of the
to improve facilities
community facilities.
for both villages.
Y
Y Area for sports
N
Improved larger
activities such as the
village hall to enable
one in Layer which is
joint and individual
in constant use by
village presentations,
children/adults even
activities, dances
in the evenings.
etc.

WVHMC questionnaire 2014

E - Invest
Comments
and
Facilities

19/10/2016

C D

7 or 8
I am new to the
area (18 months)
C D
and have regularly
attended concerts,
lectures, quizzes,
mainly in Peldon.
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No.

Y/
N

B - Church
Comments
and
Facilities

Y/
N

C - PVH
Comments
and
Facilities

D - Land in Wigs
Comments
Y/
and
N
Facilities

Y/
N

E - Invest
Comments
and
Facilities

X

Z

Preference ranking Finally
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1

5

How much further
development can the
nave take without
Y
N
spoiling the
character of the
Church?

Y

Have lived in the
village 44 years and
still wouldn't know
Y what the population
need, but how about
sports, dog shows
etc.

6

N

Y Recreation?

Y

N

Feel that most of
the events have to
be organised by
the same group of
people - need to D B E
involve more of
the villagers - not
everyone takes
the Parish
Magazine!

1

D
E

1
7

Y If necessary

Transport

Initially playing field
and car park this
would ensure the
Y
funds remain in
Wigborough for
future generations.

8

N

Should maintain
N separate identity of
Wigborough

9

New flooring,
heating, car park.
Repair of interior
walls. Continuation
Y of events that
already held there +
chance to hire for
small functions e.g.
parties

A larger more
modern building,
maybe with outdoor
Y play area. Ability to N
hire the hall for larger
events e.g., parties,
fitness sessions etc.

WVHMC questionnaire 2014

B
D
E

Had transport for
the pantomime
then carol singing
Income stream
would be small,
N better to invest in
something useful
now.

N

19/10/2016

3

All of them!

D

C
F

See
"Finally"
Tab

B C

Page 2 of 31

B - Church
Comments
and
Facilities

C - PVH
D - Land in Wigs
Comments
Comments
Y/
Y/
Y/
No.
and
and
N
N
N
Facilities
Facilities
Definitely do not
I think this is by far
agree with this
the best idea as the
option. I never go to
money is
Peldon events and
10 Y Wigboroughs not
N Wigborough has had N
Peldon and we need
good events in the
a meeting facility in
past year + ? as I
the village
have been here 40
years,
It's getting there!
How about a new
projector/screen to
11 Y
help visiting talkers.
New floor and
heating system.

Open space is good.
The theatre group
Waste of
need staging/lights
Y
N time/suspect the
as exist. Better
wrong motives
architecture! A more
solid building.

12 N

Y

13 N

The only sustainable
solution. Good
social meeting room.
Not sure about the
Y Audio/visual facilities. N
conditions
Multi-purpose room.
Must have adequate
parking.

WVHMC questionnaire 2014

N

Y/
N

E - Invest
Comments
and
Facilities

X

Z

Preference ranking Finally
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

I attended all the
events apart from
cricket match
B
when I was busy
with another
engagement.

perhaps a combi of
B/C/E. Sale of plot
Y should get 200K.
B/75K C/75K E
balance

N

The money should
N be used to replace a
Village Hall.

19/10/2016

Several
C
FotW do well

Carols by
candlelight,
Peldon Panto,
Cricket

C

Only one so far.

C

See
"Finally"
Tab

B
E

See
"Finally"
Tab
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No.

Y/
N

B - Church
Comments
and
Facilities

But not to the
detriment of re14 Y
building Peldon
Village Hall.

Y/
N

C - PVH
Comments
and
Facilities

D - Land in Wigs
Comments
Y/
and
N
Facilities

This is far and away
the most sensible
use of the funds.
PVH is already busy
with lots of clubs and
activities going on
If Plan A was
and is well supported
dropped then
Y but it is difficult to
N common sense
hold two things on
dictates that Plan D
the same night. A
won't work either.
new hall would
enable this. An
opportunity to further
unite our
communities.

Y/
N

E - Invest
Comments
and
Facilities

Share monies. The
church is primarily a
place of worship.
16 Y
Activities should be
in keeping with this
thought.

Share monies. At the
Would obviously
moment I feel it is
support if this was
possibly about the
Maybe a sum held
the choice of the
correct size. Events
back for interesting
Y
Y majority but
Y
all seem to be
visits for the
personally feel this is
carried out
community.
the least attractive
satisfactorily. (Apart
option.
from car parking).

19/10/2016

Preference ranking Finally

Every week form
Sep - end Jan
Peldon panto,
carol services,
Wig and Peldon,
Carol singing,
Quizzes (Wig and
Peldon), beer/wine
C B
tasting, meet your
neighbours,
cricket, May
Festival, 5
Parishes, Bazaars
- anything that's
going on if I'm
free.

Through traffic
makes it unsafe for
access and potential
N users as total
N
disregard for speed
restrictions on
Maldon Road

N Not Wigborough

Z

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

N

Central site with
reasonable parking
15 Y
space away from
main Maldon road

WVHMC questionnaire 2014

X

See
X
tab

2

B

3

C

See
"Finally"
Tab

B
D F
E
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No.

Y/
N

B - Church
Comments
and
Facilities

Y/
N

C - PVH
Comments
and
Facilities

D - Land in Wigs
Comments
Y/
and
N
Facilities

Y/
N

E - Invest
Comments
and
Facilities

X

Z

Preference ranking Finally
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

We have enjoyed
Not my favourite as
previous events here
its not in the
Toilets, some sort of
and I like its location
Wigboroughs. It's a
base like a hut or
17 Y
Y
Y
being in the village.
car ride away and its
even a ship
Improved heating
going to suffer car
container?
during winter events
parking problems.

Y

6

B D E C

Depending on the
Not keen on this as it
Best venue as it is in
event held there
is bound to cause
18 Y the village. Heating Y
Y mobile toilets and
some conflict of
for winter events.
maybe a marquee
interests
could be required?

Y

6

B D E C

ONLY as
I do NOT agree to
supplementary to
investing the majority
activities that are not
of the funds into a
suitable at St
new facility. There is
Stephens i.e. as a
no NEED. All
venue for a disco or
children's after
An existing beautiful,
21st birthday parties
school activities in
sustainable public
etc. To build on
particular take place
If the village fails to
space, especially
PVH's attributes i.e.
either from school or
agree on a
designed as a village
the panto and all
clubs. The
sustainable
19 Y meeting place.
Y
N
Y
kinds of theatrical
Wigboroughs is not
allocation of the
Wonderful acoustics
activities. Very
a large enough
funds for a suitable
and a large versatile
important that the
community to sustain
community venture.
space. See also
people of the
a
Tab 19.
Wigboroughs agree
rugby/football/cricket
and have enough
club or team. Most
control. the present
kids these days need
plans for PVH are
to be online and
NOT
driven to their extraSUSTAINABLE.
curricular activity.

WVHMC questionnaire 2014

19/10/2016

approx. 20

B C E

Page 5 of 31

No.

Y/
N

20 Y

21 Y

B - Church
Comments
and
Facilities
Masonic Hall (old
Church St Johns) is
a fine example of a
church changed for
community use. The
nave restored to
accommodate
activities/events
further expanding on
those offered by the
PCC/FotTWs.
Perhaps including
exercise classes,
art/photography
groups, book club
and regular coffee
mornings to
encourage
community life in the
Wigboroughs.
Better heating and
flooring

22 N

WVHMC questionnaire 2014

Y/
N

C - PVH
Comments
and
Facilities

D - Land in Wigs
Comments
Y/
and
N
Facilities

Y/
N

N Not Wigborough

Any site along the
Maldon Road would
not be safe for
children/adults
crossing the road
N
N
where speed
restrictions are
usually ignored. It
would be an accident
waiting to happen.

Y

N

N

This is the only
Y option. A multipurpose hall.

N

N

19/10/2016

E - Invest
Comments
and
Facilities

X

Z

Preference ranking Finally
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B

more than 5

B C
C

Page 6 of 31

No.

Y/
N

B - Church
Comments
and
Facilities

Y/
N

C - PVH
Comments
and
Facilities

D - Land in Wigs
Comments
Y/
and
N
Facilities

Y/
N

E - Invest
Comments
and
Facilities

A proven venue
actually in the
Wigboroughs but
with limits on the
23 Y range of activities it
can support
Improvements to
heating, lighting,
flooring

The financial
condition means that
that the development
A shared modern
would be a Village
hall able to offer a
Hall in all but name.
wide range of
The community
activities/facilities,
allowed the old
properly managed to
Village Hall to
Difficult to spread
protect the
Y
N become derelict.
N benefits across the
Wigboroughs
Over more than 20
whole community.
investment, is as
years there was
close to the original
insufficient
concept of the
commitment to reSchool Lane site as
create it. Let's not
we shall get.
waste legacy money
in allowing history to
repeat itself.

24 N

Y

N

N

25 N

The best sustainable
solution. Good
Y
N
parking audio visual
facilities

N

Small amount as
they have done a lot
already. Not sure
what is needed here
in the way of
26 Y improvements but
anything to continue
the church being
used for social
events as it has
been doing.

I can see no
financially viable use
Wigboroughs are
of any land.
always welcome and
It would seem
Maintenance is the
some do already join
sensible to invest
main consideration
Y in all the events in
N
Y some at least for a
and there is just no
Peldon VH. Plans as
possible use in the
need. Everyone has
they are and events
future.
a decent sized
as the are.
garden for friends to
play together.

WVHMC questionnaire 2014

19/10/2016

X

Z

Preference ranking Finally
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

5
plus committee
C B
meetings for
various community
groups.

C
Have attended
one so far

C

Several, can't
remember exactly
. The Friends of
E C B
the WIgboroughs
are doing a good
job.

Page 7 of 31

No.

Y/
N

B - Church
Comments
and
Facilities

Youth club,
horticultural society,
27 Y
social events, subletting to local clubs

Y/
N

C - PVH
Comments
and
Facilities

N

N

To make community
space more inviting
The money belongs
and user friendly.
to the Wigboroughs
Repairs to walls, new
28 Y
N and for their use
heaters and new
whether now or in
floor. Concerts,
the future
lectures more local
get togethers.
Small amount
29 Y they've done a lot
already

Y

D - Land in Wigs
Comments
Y/
and
N
Facilities

Y/
N

E - Invest
Comments
and
Facilities

Who would us it, who
Groups could apply
would maintain it, in
for funding form
N
Y
a dangerous area to
Trustees for events
get to.
and projects

Some, Wigboroughs
N No point at all
are welcome there

Good to keep for
Y something in the
future

31 N

Y

I consider the recent
32 N improvements to be
'Job done'.

If this had been a
good idea over the
Let's use the
last 25 years the
proceeds NOW for
Of course every logic
answer would have
benefits NOW - and
Y dictates this would
N been the Village Hall. N
the best would be to
be the best solution.
This is now derelict.
help the Village Hall
Sad but nobody
project in Peldon.
wants a village Hall
in our village.

19/10/2016

Preference ranking Finally

2

B

8

B
D

Possibly 1. Not
good at attending E C B
these events

Green recycling plant
But not large
for garden hedging
management
etc. Small
Y
Y payments as
workshops for self"commission" to third
employed
parties
tradesmen/women.
Y
N

N

Z

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

N

30 N

WVHMC questionnaire 2014

X

See
Tab
X

3

D E

1

C D

C
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No.

Y/
N

B - Church
Comments
and
Facilities

Y/
N

C - PVH
Comments
and
Facilities

D - Land in Wigs
Comments
Y/
and
N
Facilities

Y/
N

E - Invest
Comments
and
Facilities

X

Z

Preference ranking Finally
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Pantomime, Carol
service and
singing, Quizzes,
C
Cricket and a
variety of other
events.

33 N Already done.

Get lots of use out of
it. Community would
Y
N
benefit hugely from
it.

N

34 Y 50% share

Y 50% share

N

N

3

B C

35 N

Kitchen facilities for
tea and coffee.
Perhaps a small
stage area for
musical or other
entertainments.
Different events
which could be
Y aimed at specific age N
groups i.e.. toddlers
or children and
maybe use at
weekends for those
who are in
employment,
weekdays for retired
villagers.

N

2

C

4

E

A stone floor
replacement - yes. I
36 N do not see the
N
church as a
"community centre".

WVHMC questionnaire 2014

N

Y

19/10/2016

For example funding
a stone floor

See
"Finally"
Tab
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No.

Y/
N

B - Church
Comments
and
Facilities

Y/
N

C - PVH
Comments
and
Facilities

D - Land in Wigs
Comments
Y/
and
N
Facilities

Y/
N

E - Invest
Comments
and
Facilities

I am in support of
this project as long
as the nave retains
its fundamental
character as part of
the Church and
essentially remains
It is important as a
looking like a church.
37 Y
N village to retain our
New floor and
identity
heating system, A
Traditional STONE
floor. Aside from
FoW and PCC
events interesting
lectures, music
recitals.

Maybe. Although I
like this idea I feel it
would be
unsustainable and
impractical. Could
we, as a small
I'm not averse to this
village, justify such a
idea but it is certainly
Y
Y
facility? All the
not my preferred
events that currently
choice
take place in the
church - plus toddler
groups, yoga/Pilates,
lectures, youth
groups.

Would like a portion
of money to go to
this scheme.
Perhaps a children's'
38 Y club, youth club, quiz N
nights etc and a
carry on of the
activities that go on
there at the moment.

Worry slightly how
funds could be
raised to keep site
mowed and upkept
etc Playground and
Y
sports field. Events
like cricket match,
maybe tug of war.
Sports days, Village
fayre.

Floor and heating
renewed. Events:
39 Y lectures,
photographic club,
art club possibly.

Are there enough
young people in the
villages to support
Y
the venue. If so,
some cash to be
awarded.

WVHMC questionnaire 2014

?

but short term as it
would be good for
the people who have
Y
fought for this project
to see the results of
their labours.

?

19/10/2016

X

Z

Preference ranking Finally
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Between 6 and 10 B D E

6

D B E

Cricket match LW
strawberry Tea
GW church Meet
your neighbour B D
event GW church
Christmas Bazaar
GW church
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No.

Y/
N

B - Church
Comments
and
Facilities

Y/
N

C - PVH
Comments
and
Facilities

D - Land in Wigs
Comments
Y/
and
N
Facilities

Y/
N

E - Invest
Comments
and
Facilities

X

Z

Preference ranking Finally
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Great space for
FotW social events
Seems to make
and good that an
sense to support
existing building is
existing project
maintained and used
creating larger
40 Y by community.
Y village hall for bigger N
Facilities good, apart
events and St
from Floor. Musical
Stephen's as a
evenings, film night,
smaller, more
continue FotW
intimate venue.
events

N

6?

41 Y

N

I attended most
events at the
church venue

B

See
"Finally"
Tab

N

2

D

See
"Finally"
Tab

N

2

C B

N

2

C B

N

42 N

N

43 Y

A proportion of the
sum.

Y

44 Y

A proportion of the
sum.

Y

45 N
46 N

WVHMC questionnaire 2014

N
N

N
Car park and
playground Y Children's' play
equipment. Playing
field.
Possibly for sport
pitches? But
requirement for "a
Bulk of sum available N
large proportion" of
funds would be a
sticking point
Possibly for sport
pitches? But
requirement for "a
Bulk of sum available N
large proportion" of
funds would be a
sticking point
N
N

Y
Y

19/10/2016

B C

E
E

Page 11 of 31

No.

Y/
N

B - Church
Comments
and
Facilities

Y/
N

C - PVH
Comments
and
Facilities

D - Land in Wigs
Comments
Y/
and
N
Facilities

47 N

N

N

48 N

N

N

Without a Village
Hall, pub or shop the
49 Y church remains the
?
only village meeting
place.

?

E - Invest
Comments
Y/
and
N
Facilities
This I believe is the
best solution
currently to enable
Y
something positive to
be done with the
existing site.
Y
Project E keeps the
options open for A B
C and D. There is
no need to make any
Y decisions until a fully
costed project arises.
Once the money is
lost to the village its
lost!

X

Z

Preference ranking Finally
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

4

E

5

E

7

E B

See
"Finally"
Tab

50

It is a historic church
I have only been
in a beautiful setting,
there to watch the
improvements to the
panto, it is so
building to enable
cramped in
more events to be
desperate need of a
held would bring
rebuild. Rainbows,
more people
51 Y
Y Brownies, Guides,
together. Does the
Beavers Cubs,
heating need an
Scouts Framers
overhaul? It can be
market, sewing
cold in there. Film
group, kitchen
nights - evenings for
changing rooms
adults, weekends for
toilets
children's films.

WVHMC questionnaire 2014

I don't think anything
sustainable could go
on that site if
Difficult to determine
something new was
what 'suitable'
built. We need to
means, unlikely to
N
N
support other ideas
keep everyone
that involve
happy with every
established buildings
decision.
rather than creating
another one.

19/10/2016

7
cricket match,
cream tea, nativity
service
B C
rehearsals, panto,
beer tasting,
Christmas Fayre
Wigboroughs
AGM

Page 12 of 31

No.

Y/
N

B - Church
Comments
and
Facilities

Y/
N

C - PVH
Comments
and
Facilities

D - Land in Wigs
Comments
Y/
and
N
Facilities

These villages
The new seating is
communities are
precisely the kind of
effectively merged.
capital expenditure
Any Wigborough
I find this (the
we need to be
specific capital
financial condition)
continuing expenditure would
bizarre in the
52 Y adaptability of space. Y not have critical
N
extreme and can
Any improvements
mass therefore this
only wonder as to
e.g. flooring which
represents the best
the motivations etc!
contribute towards St
solution. All of those
Stephen's being a
currently going on at
more flexible venue.
PVH but would be
more scalable.

53 Y 25% to this project

WVHMC questionnaire 2014

Y 75% to this project

Y/
N

E - Invest
Comments
and
Facilities

The administration of
N this would be an
ongoing burden.

Definitely not. Not
Too difficult to
sustainable on a
organise and
N
N
stand-alone basis for
structure on a
the Wigs.
sustainable basis.

19/10/2016

X

Z

Preference ranking Finally
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Panto, cricket,
beer and wine
C B
tasting (hosted!), 5
Parishes, Nativity

All FotW events
(quiz nights, bee
tasting, wine
tasting, Cricket,
AGM) Peldon
panto, Peldon
festival, Wigs
church fete

C B

See
"Finally"
Tab

See
"Finally"
Tab
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No.

Y/
N

B - Church
Comments
and
Facilities

Y/
N

C - PVH
Comments
and
Facilities

D - Land in Wigs
Comments
Y/
and
N
Facilities

I would love to see
Whilst believing that
the majority of the
the majority of the
money going
money should go
towards building a
towards building the
new village hall in
new Peldon Village
Peldon for the joint
Hall I would like to
use of both
see some
Wigboroughs and
investment in St
Peldon. The hall is
Stephen's church to
currently damp,
improve facilities. I'd
leaking, and
like to see an
unhygienic and
54 Y improvement in the
Y needs to be
N
kitchen facilities (e.g.
replaced. So many
an oven/hob) and
of the events that
possibly a change of
already take place in
flooring so that
the hall; are as a
fitness activities can
result of a joint effort
go ahead. Other
between the two
good activities may
villages, such as the
be pottery classes,
Peldon panto where
Christmas events
approximately half
such as gingerbread
the cast and the
house making etc.
director are all from
Wigborough.

WVHMC questionnaire 2014

Y/
N

N

19/10/2016

E - Invest
Comments
and
Facilities

X

Z

Preference ranking Finally
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Samba, Panto,
Cricket match,
C B
Quiz night, Nativity

Page 14 of 31

No.

Y/
N

B - Church
Comments
and
Facilities

Y/
N

C - PVH
Comments
and
Facilities

D - Land in Wigs
Comments
Y/
and
N
Facilities

Y/
N

E - Invest
Comments
and
Facilities

A great shared
space for Peldon
There has already
and Wigborough
been recent
residents especially
development of
young families.
Could a separate
kitchen/toilet facility
Kitchen that could
facility to the Peldon
Only if option C does
55 N and pews removed. Y run cookery courses N hall financially be
Y
not go ahead.
With limited parking I
for children and
supported by enough
don't feel this area
adults. Separate
use?
can be extended any
office/conference
further.
room with IT facilities
that could be hired
out.

The church has
already been used
as a venue for
community events
with great success
56 Y
and it makes sense
to ensure that it is
developed for as
wide a use as
possible.

I do not understand
why this project is
Inhabitants of the
being considered
Wigboroughs
given the rejection of
already use Peldon
Project A. The
Village Hall regularly
village is not large
and it is clear that
enough to support
two village halls
building its own
Y would not be
N facilities and it makes N
sustainable. It
no sense to divert "a
therefore makes
large proportion" to
complete sense for
this rather pie in the
the funds to be
sky plan when there
pooled and a shared
is a viable, costed,
hall built.
proper village hall
plan (project C) 2
miles down the road.

57 Y

Y

WVHMC questionnaire 2014

Y

Y

19/10/2016

X

Z

Preference ranking Finally
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

C E

See
"Finally"
Tab

Beer tasting, wine
tasting, cricket
match, FotW
AGM, Peldon
C B
panto. 5 Parishes
Show, Peldon
Festival.

See
"Finally"
Tab

5 or 6

5 to 6

B C E D
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No.

Y/
N

B - Church
Comments
and
Facilities

Y/
N

C - PVH
Comments
and
Facilities

D - Land in Wigs
Comments
Y/
and
N
Facilities

Y/
N

58 N

Y

N

N

St Stephen's is
already used
successfully for
village events and
has been at the
heart of the village
for a century.
59 Y Improved flooring,
heating, security
lighting outside,
cooking facility to
ensure a wide range
of activities can be
held in the village in
the future.

Combining
manpower and
resources with
Peldon Village Hall
to create a state of
the art facility to
Y benefit both our
N
villages seems
eminently sensible.
Improved hall facility
can only improve the
already wide choice
of events held there.

N

More heating
facilities so people
60 Y are more willing to
take part in events
up there.
61 Y

WVHMC questionnaire 2014

Peldon Hall needs to
be completely
reconstructed e.g.
hot water, better
Y
N
bathroom facilities,
heating, improve
facilities for Peldon
panto and Zumba.
Y
N

N

N

19/10/2016

E - Invest
Comments
and
Facilities

X

Z

Preference ranking Finally
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Mersea zumba,
Peldon zumba,
Peldon players
productions in
Peldon Village
C
Hall, nativity,
carols & mulled
wine, cricket
match, church fete

06-Jul

C B

See
"Finally"
Tab

See
"Finally"
Tab

cricket, zumba,
panto, Friends of
the Wigboroughs C B
AGM, quiz night,
carol service.
7

B C
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No.

Y/
N

B - Church
Comments
and
Facilities

Y/
N

C - PVH
Comments
and
Facilities

D - Land in Wigs
Comments
Y/
and
N
Facilities

Y/
N

E - Invest
Comments
and
Facilities

X

Z

Preference ranking Finally
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

4
62 Y

Fitness groups
Mother/toddler

Y

Y Playground

N

63 N

Y

Preferred option.
Y Playground, Village
Hall

N

64 N
65 N

Y
Y

N
N

N
N

Community functions
Keep fit activities,
that are respectful of
clubs and societies the ethos of the
66 Y
Y leisure and arts and N
church. Events for
sport, Lectures/talk,
children and young
Panto - of course
people.

N

67 N
68 N

69 N Definitely not!

WVHMC questionnaire 2014

FOTW events are
C D
a great way of
getting to know
people in area
4
Not an option I would
support

Yes. If facility
D C
venue was in the
local area as in
Great Wig,
Approximately 5 C
5
C
History lecture Peldon church,
Wigborough social
- St Stephen's
B C
church, Summer
fete - St Stephen's
church, Peldon
panto

N
N

Y
Y

Y
Y

6
6

D E
D E

N

A very kind gesture.
Small pavilion.
Timber if funds are
Y
insufficient for bricks
and mortar. Play
area for children

After expenditure on
project D.
Y Remainder to be
invested for future
use.

3

D E

Too far away form
OUR village

19/10/2016

See
"Finally"
Tab

See
"Finally"
Tab
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No.

Y/
N

B - Church
Comments
and
Facilities

Y/
N

70 N

N

71 Y
72 Y
73 Y

Y
Y
Y

C - PVH
Comments
and
Facilities

D - Land in Wigs
E - Invest
Comments
Comments
Y/
Y/
and
and
N
N
Facilities
Facilities
Play equipment for
children. Cut green
area for youngsters
to be able to kick a
Keep good amount
football about. The
to remain solvent
Y annual cricket match Y after initial
to be held here.
expenditure on
Perhaps if there was
project D.
enough funds a
pavilion of some
sort?
N
N
N
N
N
N

Community social
events that are
Keep fit activities.
respectful of the
Clubs and societies ethos of the
74 Y
Y leisure, sport and
N
church/Christian faith
arts. Drama, dance,
events for children
live music.
and youth/ Lectures,
talks, quiz nights.

WVHMC questionnaire 2014

N

19/10/2016

X

Z

Preference ranking Finally
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Try to support as
many as I can.
Not always
D E
possible to attend
all.

3

B C
B C
B C

History lecture Peldon.
Wigborough social
event Wigborough
B C
church. Summer
fair - Wigborough
church. Peldon
panto - Peldon.

See
"Finally"
Tab
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B - Church
C - PVH
Comments
Comments
Y/
Y/
No.
and
and
N
N
Facilities
Facilities
Maybe using it for a
youth club for the
As stated in previous
increasing number of
answer would think
children in the
only 40% should be
village. Also further
forwarded to this
social
project. Badminton
events/meetings.
court marked out (if
Would like to see
75 Y
Y
hall large enough). If
some funds for use
funds come from
of benefit for the
sale hall should be
church project i.e. if
called Peldon and
funds go towards
Wigborough Village
Peldon VH I think it
Hall,
should only be on a
60/40 split (60%
retained for church).
Only if 50/50 on the
Committee and
alternate Chairman
Only if we have
with casting vote.
76 Y reasonable control.
Y Designated car
Passing places.
parking for Great
and Little
Wigborough
residents.
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D - Land in Wigs
Comments
Y/
and
N
Facilities

Y/
N

E - Invest
Comments
and
Facilities

Don't see the
population numbers
to justify what would
be an expensive
Help subsidise any
project plus the issue
N
Y village events held in
of further
the church.
maintenance would
be a drain on already
stretched local
council funds.

With small
community hall to
start with. Ability to
Y facilitate table tennis, Y
various clubs and
possibly badminton if
roof high enough.

19/10/2016

X

Z

Preference ranking Finally
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0
Unfortunately
travel and family
commitments
coincided with the B C E
three events we
would have gone
to - quiz night,
wine tasting,
cricket match

2

D B C
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No.

Y/
N

B - Church
Comments
and
Facilities

Investment only if C
of E are prepared to
cede control. Better
77 Y
approach road and
passing places
needed.

Y/
N

C - PVH
Comments
and
Facilities

Only if 50/50
representation on
Committee and
alternate year
Y Chairman with
casting vote. As
planned but car
parking needs
broadening.

D - Land in Wigs
Comments
Y/
and
N
Facilities

Y/
N

E - Invest
Comments
and
Facilities

Community hall
similar to Tiptree single storey. 2 x
treatment
rooms/small meeting
rooms, 1 larger room
Y to take 2 table tennis N
tables of tables and
chairs, 5-a-side
football pitch, 1
cricket cage or
basketball 1/2 court
or similar.

X

Z

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

2

Can't see what this
An extension would be used for. If
although not sure if it
Don't think we should
all weather surface
Subsidise village
would be allowed or
put all the money
put down that would
0
events i.e. Christmas
look aesthetically
into this. If Peldon
probably take most
Part
party, summer fete
pleasing. Any village
wants this it's called
of the money and be
B
Had intended to
78 Y
Y
N
Y for residents, events
type activity.
P & W hall so it's
unused most of time.
part do quiz and wine
with speakers? But
Perhaps a Mum's
'our' hall too.
Same with
C
tasting but dates
then you need willing
club as quite a few
Badminton and keep
playground - not
clashed.
organisers.
children in village.
fit.
enough young
Social club.
children to make it
worthwhile..

79 ?
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?

?

Perhaps form a trust
with appointed
Trustees so the
money is available
Y for projects in the
Wigboroughs, also
back-up for church
funding as
necessary.

19/10/2016

Preference ranking Finally

D B C

B

B
C
C

E
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No.

Y/
N

B - Church
Comments
and
Facilities

Y/
N

C - PVH
Comments
and
Facilities

As this is based in
Wigborough and the
events I have
attended there have
been good with large
turnout I think we
should support what
we already have in
I would like to see
place. Themed
the funds retained
evenings such as the
80 Y
N here and to support
wine tasting/quiz
a building which we
nights and
could currently use.
entertainment
evenings ? etc with
bring your own drink/
food etc. I also
enjoyed the Xmas
bazaar, days like this
would be nice. Cake
competitions etc.

WVHMC questionnaire 2014

D - Land in Wigs
Comments
Y/
and
N
Facilities

Y/
N

E - Invest
Comments
and
Facilities

Without the funds for
a building I am not
sure how often this
Again similar
would be used? I
comments to that
N
Y
assume would be
regards St Stephen's
very much restricted
Church.
to summer/good
weather?

19/10/2016

X

Z

Preference ranking Finally
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

5

B E
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No.

Y/
N

B - Church
Comments
and
Facilities

Y/
N

C - PVH
Comments
and
Facilities

As this is based in
Wigborough and the
events I have
attended there have
been good with large
turnout I think we
should support what
we already have in
I would like to see
place. Themed
the funds retained
evenings such as the
81 Y
N here and to support
wine tasting/quiz
a building which we
nights and
could currently use.
entertainment
evenings ? etc with
bring your own drink/
food etc. I also
enjoyed the Xmas
bazaar, days like this
would be nice. Cake
competitions etc.

Better flooring,
heating and seating.
82 Y Outdoor facilities.
Would need more
information

Y/
N

E - Invest
Comments
and
Facilities

Without the funds for
a building I am not
sure how often this
Again similar
would be used? I
comments to that
N
Y
assume would be
regards St Stephen's
very much restricted
Church.
to summer/good
weather?

As long as people in
Wigborough have as
much say in what
Maybe. Depending
Y happens with it.
Y on idea for use and
Outdoor facilities.
upkeep plan?
Would need more
information.

Heating/flooring.
Joint decision
More community
making with Peldon.
83 Y Activities for young
Y Joint activities for all
people e.g. children's
e.g. community
club. Craft etc.
events.
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D - Land in Wigs
Comments
Y/
and
N
Facilities

X

Z

Preference ranking Finally
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

5

B E

Y

4 or 5

B B
D E
C C

See
"Finally"
Tab

Not sure. Depends
Y on need but not sure Y
of the value of this.

4 or 5

B C
D E
C B

Thank
you!

19/10/2016
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No.

Y/
N

B - Church
Comments
and
Facilities

Y/
N

C - PVH
Comments
and
Facilities

D - Land in Wigs
Comments
Y/
and
N
Facilities

Y/
N

84 N

N

Feel we need a local
focal point. I think a
Y tennis court is
N
something everyone
of all ages could use.

85 N
86 N
87 N

N
N
N

Y Tennis court
Y Tennis court
Y Tennis court

A small amount
towards St Stephen's
not using all
proceeds. I feel on
visiting the church
there have been
improvements with
88 ?
N
toilet and kitchen
area. This could be
developed further to
be more versatile for
meetings etc if the
church allowed
group activities.
89 Y

90 Y

40 to 50 % of sale
proceeds

X

Z

Preference ranking Finally
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

N
N
N

Not sure this is the
best situation.
Dangerous road for
children. In principle
best idea not sure of
Possibly. If
location. Small
investment is
? football, rugby pitch. ? guaranteed or we
Basketball net.
may end up with
Robust easy to
nothing!
maintain play area
similar to Layer de le
Haye. Car parking
off the road.

D

D
D
D

See
Tab
X

See
"Finally"
Tab

5

Up to 60% of sale
proceeds

Y

Up to 40% of sale
proceeds

Villages too small to
sustain separate
village halls when we
Y
N
could have one very
good one. 50% sale
proceeds

WVHMC questionnaire 2014

E - Invest
Comments
and
Facilities

N

N

B C
3 in St Stephen's
5

N

C B F
3 in St Stephen's

19/10/2016

See
"Finally"
Tab
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No.

Y/
N

B - Church
Comments
and
Facilities

A safe off the road
environment but
limited outside
91 Y
space. Activities to
include young
children.

C - PVH
Comments
and
Facilities

D - Land in Wigs
E - Invest
Comments
Comments
Y/
Y/
Y/
and
and
N
N
N
Facilities
Facilities
Will this land be the
new legacy for the
If funds raised leave
Wigboroughs?
the Wigboroughs I
Need to know more.
fail to see how all
Unsure. A very kind
N
N
N In what?
sections of the
offer. If Investing in
community will
land then the site
benefit.
needs careful
thought about
location.

Subject to monies
donated not being
92 Y
used for
maintenance

A building to support
This could result in a
I do not think a
indoor and outdoor
diminishing asset
Wigboroughs asset
activities. Anything
N
Y
N and unfair
should go to another
to provide additional
distribution of the
village.
activities in the
income stream.
Wigboroughs.

93 N

N

94 Y

N

95 Y
Purchase land for
96 Y car park and other
community events.
97 Y

WVHMC questionnaire 2014

Keep in
Wigboroughs

Y

We need outdoor
facilities

Y

X

Z

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

See
Tab
X

F B

20 - 30

N

Y Children's play area

N

N

N

Y

N

N

Y

19/10/2016

See
"Finally"
Tab

D B

D

N

Y

Preference ranking Finally

D B
Five Parishes
Show, Peldon
Festival, Quiz
night
After money spent
on project B

2

C D B

B E
B E
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No.

Y/
N

B - Church
Comments
and
Facilities

Y/
N

C - PVH
Comments
and
Facilities

D - Land in Wigs
Comments
Y/
and
N
Facilities

Y/
N

E - Invest
Comments
and
Facilities

X

Z

Preference ranking Finally
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

I don't attend church
but may attend
community events.
I'm not aware of the
size of the nave and
98 Y so not sure what
could be held there.
Hopwever I believe
we shoudlpreserve
our beautiful &
historical buildings

Though if it is to be
our communtiy
Village Hall it should
be renamed
Y accordingly and
more information
given out to tell us
how we use/hire the
hall or run clubs.

Though I would be
happy to see
suggestions of what
the land could be
Y
N
used for (if the idea
of a Wigboroughs
Village Hall has to be
discounted?)

I attend baby
groups in
Langenhoe &
Copford weekly,
an exercise calss
C
in Birch Village
B
D
Hall weekly.
Various children's
parties - rarely in
my own parish
though!

99 Y

Y

N

Sadly 0nly one working too many B C
hours!

I feel that the church
is the centre of the
village. Last year's
events were very
well organised so
100 Y
more in a similar
vein. Is there an
area where children
could play safely
together.

It would be a
Y
sensible option

I think this would cost
N more money than
N Not really the answer
would be available

But not all of the
funding available
from the sale of the
101 Y
hall and only if
Option C is not
followed.

One good hall in the
But only as a short
What facilties could
villages far
term policy. Any
be provided that
outweighs the sum of
interest generated
couldn't be proveded
Y two smaller facilities. N
Y would not be enough
at St Stephens other
The Peldpn hall may
to fund many events
than a children's
not otherwise get all
and where would
playground
the funds it needs.
they take place?

WVHMC questionnaire 2014

N

19/10/2016

6

B C

See
"Finally"
Tab

See
"Finally"
Tab

5 I think
Of course I would
C E B
continue to
support local
events
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No.

Y/
N

B - Church
Comments
and
Facilities

A small percentage
should be used as a
102 Y donation other than
for just the fabric of
the church
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Y/
N

C - PVH
Comments
and
Facilities

D - Land in Wigs
Comments
Y/
and
N
Facilities

Y/
N

E - Invest
Comments
and
Facilities

This seems the most
advantageous plan,
Other than a child's
with special hiring
play area there are
Sounds a good idea
rates for Wigborough
limited community
but with low interest
residents as Peldon
uses. There will not
rates what could be
residents receive
be enough to fund
expected. All fund
now. I am sure the
the building of a hall
raising at the
Peldon VH
and the continued
moment is for the
Y Committee would
?
Y
fund raising
church ultimately.
say it is becoming
necessary may not
The capital sum is
increasingly difficult
be well supported for
not likely to grow
to attract people to
other projects.
enough for a really
all events. I don’t
Perhaps a child's
major project in the
think there would be
play area, not much
future.
enough use of a
more.
separate hall in the
WIgboroughs.

19/10/2016

X

Z

Preference ranking Finally
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Cricket match,
Wigs Christmas
bazaar, Peldon
Festival, PVH fund
raising concert,
Truan Trust coffee
morning, Peldon
C B E D
church lectures,
PVH fund raising
dinner at Peldon
Rose, member of
PAWS, member of
Peldon Carpet
Bowls Club
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Answers to Question X
16
32
88
90
91

Sponsorship? Local person with outstanding skills to be helped financially (to be agreed by a
Committee).
No - I want to entirely support project C
To look for land possible better location.
Other than religious ceremonies I would like to see some use made of Little Wigborough Church
(my 10% allowance)
Keep looking for other land investment

WVHMC questionnaire 2014

Question X
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Long statement from respondent 19 in support of Project B

In the absence of a “Traditional Village Hall”, the Wigboroughs need a central focal point meeting place,
which is theirs and where the heart of the community spirit can be centred. A public space, where the
polling booth is located for elections.
The Wigboroughs have such a building and public space – St. Stephen’s Church. It was built in the 14th
Century for exactly this purpose. It is by far and away the most beautiful and inspiring building for miles
around. It also has breathtaking views from the only public outside space in the Village. It has wonderful
natural acoustics and a large versatile space that held 147 people for a concert in 2010.
The PCC have offered this wholly sustainable space to the community. If the existing assets of the Nave
are built upon as follows, we end up with a versatile, multipurpose space, which is alive and flourishing.
Improvements
1. An Oak floor.
2. An improved, wirelessly operated heating system that is economical enough for our small community
to run.
3. Improvements to the Car Park. (The PCC has this covered.)
4. Improvements to St. Stephen’s Lane.
5. Exterior car park and pathway lighting.
6. More storage – Possibly this could be an “Essex” boarded timber hut/shed located in the Churchyard.
7. Updated electrics to cope with the 21st. Century needs to include broadband/internet access and
eventually an extra large T.V. screen for interactive talks/lectures/screenings etc.
Activities
1. To build on all the existing activities that already take place, organised by the Church, PCC and
FOTW.
2. A Village central meeting place.
3. Location for the Polling Station.
4. Build on the natural acoustics and therefore a centre for music – anything from piano/organ
lessons to coral/music band practice groups – Musicians workshops, concerts etc.
5. Fairs/Bazaars/Farmers Markets etc.
6. All kinds of workshops – whatever the local community is missing. Approach local groups like
PAWS to research what is missing and what they would need to hold meetings and use the nave.
7. I.T. workshops: - Anything from help for the over 60’s, (like you can get if you go to an Apple
store “one to one session”), supervised kids homework afterschool workshops. Digital
Photography, Art Summer camps as a jumping off space to explore the Marshes etc. etc.

WVHMC questionnaire 2014

Statement from respondent 19
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.

8. Zuma, Pilates, Yoga etc. (There is already a Buddhist group that meets at St. Stephen’s.)
9. Sewing/Tapestry etc. workshops/ groups. Flower arranging etc.
10. Carol singing, Easter Egg Hunt and other festival activities. Cub scouts.

WVHMC questionnaire 2014

Statement from respondent 19
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Entries in the 'And Finally' section.
8

10

11

14
16
32
34
41
42
50

52

53

Funds should be used for benefit of Wigborough only, if used on Church or Peldon Village Hall
they will be lost as part of non-specific Wigborough Village projects.
I feel really strongly that the money should stay in Wigborough and I have joined PCC and would
be willing to be actively involved in the functions at the church or possibly hall although I don't think
Wigborough needs a new hall there is not enough people to maintain and support it. The people
who helped with the hall over the years and donated money would definitely not want the proceeds
to go to Peldon hall. The events last year at the church were well supported and Friends of the
WIgboroughs run good events there too.
I was recently at Peldon V, Hall and noticed a photo of the building taken down to make way for the
new prefab. How about a better design this time, an attractive building that the village can be
proud of and not a box to serve a purpose. And thanks to all doing this.
I've just come back from the Broadband launch at PVH - it was packed and another practical
demonstration of why it is so much better to work together and pool our resources, "Peldon and
Wigboroughs Community Hall".
I realise we are not great "mixers" but feel this is a wonderful village and worth preserving for the
future.
I am utterly unable - and have considered this carefully - to understand the case for developing
community facilities (Project D). If this was in any way viable we would not have a completely
derelict Village Hall.
Unfortunately leaving the area but all the best for the future.
I am willing to help with functions in the church as a venue
I would like the money to be used for something in Wigborough
This person ticked the "let the Committee decide" box.
This should be quite a simple process as we have the structure of strong communities and venues
already in place i.e. St Stephen's/St Mary's already able to host a wide range of events having had
recent improvements made and PVH as the official Village Hall (theatre etc). This existing
structure works. St S's is well invested but needs selective improvements and PVH needs to start
from scratch and therefore should take first place.
Modern village life is such that large scale independent and exclusive facilities cannot work.
Facilities need to be pooled. Together Peldon and Wigs provide sufficient population and fundraising fire power to make a joint village hall work for the benefit of all. Those who somehow feel
that Wigs and Peldon should be kept separate are misguided and blind to modern realities - there
are simply NO justifiable reasons for isolationism.

I feel it would be a shame to try and segregate the Wigboroughs from Peldon as the two areas are
55 so close and many families already share events and relationships. To keep 'village events' well
attended I feel a shared community space is the best solution moving forward.
I think it is very important that the WVHMC recognise that one cannot view the Wigboroughs in
isolation. - we are two small villages which are part of a wider community where we work, shop, go
56 to school etc. To restrict the money to projects strictly within the Wigboroughs when our
neighbouring village is attempting to build facilities from which we would all benefit would be very
short-sighted.
I think that in adding Wigboroughs proceeds to the Peldon Village Hall campaign would speed it up
and therefore the Peldon Village Hall would be done much faster. In turn both villages would
58
benefit and joint committees would get the jobs they wanted doing done much faster and this would
greatly benefit both communities.
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Entries in the 'And Finally' section.
I would like some funds to be available for the Church and the rest to go to Peldon Village Hall.
59 This way we have a meeting place in our village and also a new hall that will get built sooner and
benefit both our villages.
Disappointed that the decision has been made to sell the land of the original site. If possible I
63 would want that decision re be reviewed. I believe that whoever gave/donated the land that their
original objectives for the land should be followed.
Main investment in St Stephens Church community events, developing nave area e.g. new
66 flooring. Then some investment in PVH so that Wig can take an active joint role in larger
community events or those events not suitable for taking place in a church setting.
To develop the nave area to enable community events to be held in St Stephen's church would be
very beneficial. Some investment support in developing Peldon Village Hall to enable larger
74
events/functions to be held and/or those events not suitable for taking place in a Christian church
building.
Well done and thanks to the Committee for all your hard work. You will NEVER keep everyone
82
happy but at least you are trying to do the right thing as you see it!!
88 Need more info before deciding priorities
90 One excellent village hall in Peldon should be a priority with a joint village committee running it.
I do not believe the sale of the Village Hall should take place till there is a firm plan in place that will
benefit all sections of the community and will be supported long term and maintained. I have to say
91
that for 25 years living next to the Village Hall only once that I can remember one other person
cutting the grass etc. The rest of the time I have taken care of this.
There are numerous funding streams available that may be worth considering to increase the
99 funds and the quality of any project - happy to help if required as I regularly submit applications in
my day job.
100 If it is to be joined with Peldon I do hope Wigborough will not feel the outsiders
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